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Thanks for inviting me!
I’ve been looking at the projects and publications
on your Association website, and I feel that we have
a lot in common……

Thanks for inviting me!
But I can offer a perspective from the UK, and
particularly from the West Midlands, which has a
long tradition of ESP teaching and course
development.

The outline of my talk
1. ESP and corpus development in the UK West

Midlands
2. The emergence of Data-Driven Learning (DDL)

3. Recent DDL developments with the BAWE corpus

So first, a bit of
history………
I began teaching ESP in the 1970s.

In1984-5 I studied for an MSc in English for
Specific Purposes at Aston University in
Birmingham, UK. (John Swales was the course
director.)

The COBUILD project, jointly run by Collins
Dictionaries and the University of
Birmingham
The corpus was stored on a mainframe computer, but
in the 1980s the COBUILD lexicographers used printouts of concordance lines.

With lots of corpus examples, we could see
not only what was grammatically and
lexically possible in a given LSP context, but
also what was probable.

Sometimes with counterintuitive results

Language description had
always been central to ESP
needs analysis, but….
Before corpora, the choice was
necessarily between:
1. detailed analysis of a small number of
texts
2. superficial analysis of a larger number
of texts
e.g. Tarone et al (1982) On the use of the passive
in two astrophysics journal papers’. The ESP
Journal volume 1

LSP corpora
Represent speech and writing in different:
• languages
• genres
• disciplines
Endless scope for specialist corpus creation –
although some types of corpora are easier to
• professions
create than others……
• levels

Privately compiled
Most commonly collections of journal articles.
This provides lots of scope to compare research writing:
• in different disciplines
• in different languages
• by authors with different first languages
• by expert and non-expert authors

And publicly available, e.g.
THE BRITISH ACADEMIC SPOKEN
ENGLISH (BASE) CORPUS

THE BRITISH ACADEMIC WRITTEN
E N G LI S H ( BAW E ) CORP U S

www.coventry.ac.uk/base
A 1.5 million word collection of
lectures and seminar transcripts
produced at two British
universities, dispersed across the
Arts and Humanities, Life Sciences,
Physical Sciences and Social
Sciences.

www.coventry.ac.uk/bawe
A 6.5 million word collection of
assessed written work produced
by students at four British
universities. 30+ disciplines
represented in the Arts and
Humanities, Life Sciences, Physical
Sciences and Social Sciences.

Recent publication:
Nesi & Alsop (2021) Stories and scenarios:
Lecturers’ use of fantastic hypothetical
events. Journal of English for Academic
Purposes 53

Recent publication:
Nesi (2021) Sources for
courses: metadiscourse and the role of citation
in student writing. Lingua 253

Corpus
findings
increasingly
inform

• Dictionary entries
• Grammar book descriptions
• Lists of words and phrases
• Syllabus items
• Textbook examples and
activities

But corpora don’t necessarily inform methods of
teaching and learning
• Users may not even be aware of that their resources are corpusbased
• The analysis has been done for them – nothing to work out

Data-driven learning uses
corpus linguistics as
pedagogy …..

Already in 1981Tim Johns was imagining some sort of
“interactive program which would give the language-learner
‘a user-friendly’ tool for investigating problems in the target
language”.

This idea led to Microconcord (Johns, 1986), the
first corpus software designed for classroom use,
and a precursor of Mike Scott's Wordsmith Tools

Tim Johns in 1982, with Randolph Quirk

And accessible concordancing software enabled Tim
John’s data-driven learning (DDL) approach
Initially carried out during one-to-one consultations with
students at Birmingham University – grew out of dissatisfaction
with:
a) Traditional deductive learning - an ‘information transfer’ model
b) Textbooks and reference works which did not meet students
ESP/EAP needs.

Traditional deductive learning
Learn ‘rules’  Apply ‘rules’  Experiment

(Optional)

The teacher/textbook explains the rules.
The student listens/reads, asks questions, does tasks.

Traditional deductive learning
Learn ‘rules’  Apply ‘rules’  Experiment
The teacher/textbook explains the rules.
The student listens/reads, asks questions, does tasks.
The teacher has control – and knows what the students know
but
students aren’t learning to make their own choices.

DDL is inductive
learning
‘the task of the learner is to “discover” the foreign language, and ... the
task of the language teacher is to provide a context in which the learner
can develop strategies for discovery - strategies through which he or she
can “learn how to learn”.’ (Johns 1991:1)

Typical DDL queries
(raised by learners, not teachers)
• What’s the difference between effect and result?
• What’s the difference between therefore and hence?
• Should I say “As X pointed out” or “X pointed out that”?
• Is data singular or plural?

The best DDL queries are ones that you can’t find
answers to in standard reference books!

See Tim Johns’ Kibbitzers
http://lexically.net/TimJohns/index.html

Principles of (strong) DDL
• learners have direct access to raw linguistic data
• what is to be learned is not (necessarily) decided in advance – it’s
serendipitous learning
• learners are involved in hypothesis forming / testing
• concordance data promotes pattern ‘noticing’

• learner engagement = deeper processing

BUT
This all takes time – and sophisticated
learners.
Learners may have difficulty interpreting
the results if they are not familiar with
corpus linguistic concepts (concordances,
collocations etc.)

‘Weaker’ DDL may be more
appropriate
• Learners have indirect access to adapted linguistic
data, perhaps on paper or on a website
• Learners are guided towards hypotheses
• The teacher may manipulate concordance data to
promote pattern ‘noticing’
• Some/most of what is to be learned may be decided
in advance.

An example (Boulton 2016)
A French student writes that there are “an important number of
studies” in her field.
The teacher emails links to an online corpus and asks:
• How many occurrences of important number are there in the corpus?
Are there a lot?
• Click on the results – what adjectives typically precede number?
• Is the meaning similar to what you want to say in your context?
Finding – important doesn’t simply mean big, as the student had
intended.

Over 300 published reports of DDL
activities
See recent meta-analyses (Boulton & Cobb, 2017; Lee
et al. 2019).
Including studies of ‘do-it-yourself’ corpora - e.g. Lee & Swales (2006), Cotos (2014),
Charles (2012, 2014). Students make and investigate their own individual corpora –
e.g. of their own work, and / or professional writing.

Two recent examples in the DDL
tradition

www.coventry.ac.uk/bawe

SLATx: Improving English writing
through corpora
A short private online course (SPOC) at the University of Queensland,
designed to show students how to DDL is a viable method for
improving academic writing.

Contact p.cros@uq.edu.au if you want to access the course

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_z3FXnvKJU

The Quicklinks project
A resource providing links to appropriate
usage which teachers can insert into
student work.
https://bawequicklinks.coventry.domains

The Quicklinks Directory contains re-usable links to selected
BAWE concordances, with brief descriptions of the issue they
were designed to address.
These links take us some time to prepare (using regular
expressions to find lexicogrammatical patterns, and
selecting the best examples).

But teachers don’t need to understand this
process – all they need to do is choose a link
and insert it in the student’s text.

For example:
A student writes:
Ellis (2002) supports that formal grammar teaching
has a delayed effect on language teaching.
- Possibly not a frequent error in itself
- But it is an example of common type of error
- And it’s not obvious how a student could check
whether it is wrong, or why it is wrong.

Teachers can choose a link from the directory
Encyclopedia Archive - BAWE Quicklinks (coventry.domains)

And there’s a screencast showing teachers how the links can be used
Quicklink directory - BAWE Quicklinks (coventry.domains)

Ellis (2002) supports that formal grammar teaching
has a delayed effect on language teaching.
The link https://ske.li/evidence_support shows that this
construction doesn’t usually have human subjects:

Taking it further…

These examples
show the need for a
noun (e.g. ‘idea’)
between ‘support’
and ‘that’.

Teachers can choose whether to
point this out, or leave it for
students to discover

Introducing students to Quicklinks - BAWE Quicklinks (coventry.domains)

Thanks for listening!
For more about DDL, go to
the BAWE Quicklinks website,
where there are videos and
slides from speakers at our
2018 conference ‘New
Directions in DDL’

BAAL CL SIG event: New
Directions in DDL Programme - BAWE
Quicklinks
(coventry.domains)
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Ways the links might be used
• Provide a link to examples of acceptable usage
• Provide two links for comparison
• Provide link(s) with advice – e.g. “you need a noun (e.g. idea) between support
and that”.
• Provide link(s) with a prompt to encourage reflection (“what kind of word follows
support? What tense is usually used?”)
• Provide link(s) and encourage further exploration of Sketch Engine (materials to
follow soon)

New development: QuickMarks set
https://bawequicklinks.coventry.domains/quicklinks-on-turnitin/

Links to recent publications

Links the QuickMarks set,
resources for introducing
it to students and tips on
editing the set

Screencast showing how
the set can be used

Examples of exercises using concordance
lines
• Filling the gaps e.g. showing multiple contexts for the same (gapped)
word
• Matching the two halves of concordance lines, before and after the
Key Word in Context
• Completing the final (or initial) words of a concordanced sentence
• Identifying sources for a selection of concordance lines (e.g. half from
a spoken corpus, half from a written corpus)

1. Look at the lines and find the groups:
i. That is/was + question word
ii. Verb + that
iii. It is/was + adjective + that
Can you find any useful expressions? Underline them

2. Use the phrases to make your own sentences
….That is why…………….
It is important to remember that………………..
It seems that……………..
Research shows that ……………..
It is likely that ………………………..

2. Texts written by your own students
Sometimes called ‘learning-driven data’.
• Writing tutors can compile these fairly easily.
• OR Your students can compile their own individual corpora – e.g. one
containing their own work, and one containing professional or highlyproficient writing in a comparable genre / discipline.

Cotos (2014)
• A ‘professional corpus’ of 35 to 45 articles compiled by each student in his/her own discipline
• A ‘local learner corpus’ - course assignments collected before, immediately following, and four
weeks after DDL activities
• DDL activities - examining and discussing teacher-selected examples of linking words (however,
for example etc) and then using corpus tools to find and compare examples from the professional
corpus and the local learner corpus
RESULTS - before the DDL activities, learners used LAs appropriately 41% of the time. Increased to
81% shortly after the experiment, and to 76% in the delayed production.
Elena Cotos ‘Enhancing writing pedagogy with learner corpus data’ . ReCALL, 26 (2) 202-224

